ENTERTAINMENT
Phenix on Fire
Entertainment featuring
DJ Willie D
Dante the Magician
strolling throughout event

ACTIVITIES
Presented by the SNWA’s Youth Conservation Council

PHOTO BOOTH
Presented by Cox Communications

SPONSOR & VENDOR BOOTHS

CITY OF THE WORLD
Featuring Recycled Artwork, and free art activities with Artz-to-Go & CoTW

ENTRANCE/EXIT

SPRINGS AMPHITHEATER #1

ORIGEN MUSEUM #2

CATS & DOGS
Interactive exhibit open through May 8

GIFT SHOP
Purchase your very own Earth Day t-shirt here for $20 each!

NV STATE MUSEUM #4

DISCOVERY SATURDAYS
10am - 2pm • Join us every Saturday in April as we explore the life of the butterfly and other pollinators with crafts and activities.

COURTYARD PLAZA #5

SUSTAINABILITY SQUARE
Visit and participate in activities with various community and green industry exhibitors.

GIFT SHOP

FOOD
Quality Food Service
Auntie Anne’s Soft Pretzels

DRIVE ELECTRIC
An electric car exhibit providing educational resources for prospective electric vehicle (EV) buyers. Learn about the benefits of EV ownership, charging stations and more.

GARDEN AMPHITHEATER #7

PLANT SALE PICK-UP #8

WATERWORKS & BOOMTOWN 1905
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“SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL OF THE VOLUNTEERS WHO HELPED WITH THIS MORNING’S CIENEGA CLEAN-UP”